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Trump looks forward to hosting PM Modi in
Washington later this year: White House

WASHINGTON: Prime Minister Narendra Modi will meet US President Donald Trump when he travels to Washington later this year.
“President Trump has said he looks forward to hosting Prime Minister Modi
in Washington later this year,” a statement issued by the White House said on
Wednesday.
“President Trump also expressed support for the Prime Minister’s economic
reform agenda and emphasized his great respect for the people of India,” the
statement said.
The US President in a telephonic conversation congratulated PM Modi on the
outcome of recent state elections, the White House said.
This was the third telephonic conversation between the two leaders after
Trump’s electoral victory in November last year.
“President Donald J Trump spoke with Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India
to congratulate him on the outcome of India’s recent state-level elections,” the
White House said in a readout of the call which took place on Monday.
Earlier, White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer told reporters on Monday that
Trump congratulated Modi and German Chancellor Angela Merkel on their
electoral victories.
“The president spoke with German Chancellor Merkel and Indian Prime Minister Modi to congratulate them on their parties’ success in recent elections,”
Spicer said.
The two leaders are expected to meet on the sidelines of the G-20 Summit in
Germany in July.
Following the elections, the BJP formed government in four states: Uttar
Pradesh, Manipur, Uttarakhand and Goa. It, however, lost Punjab to main rival
Congress.
Merkel’s Christian Democrat party easily won an election in the Saarland state,
dealing an early blow to centre-left hopes of ending her more than decade-long
reign.
“The two leaders also used the occasion to reflect on the Chancellor’s March 17
visit to the White House. The President said he looked forward to visiting Hamburg, Germany for the G-20 Summit on July 7th and 8th,” the White House said.
Previously, PM Modi and US President Trump spoke on phone on January
24, when they had resolved to stand “shoulder-to-shoulder” in the global fight
against terrorism and for defence and security.

Mr. Anil R. Shah, President at World’s Money
Exchange, Inc with Indian PM Narendra Modi
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CAIR in Dallas and Mr. Khizr Khan Speech
Last week CAIR- DFW organized its 19th Annual Banquet at Double Tree in Dallas.
The event was sold out for a long time, it was the hottest
ticket in town.
This time the theme was “Advancing Justice and Challenging Hate”
The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) is
a nonprofit, grassroots civil rights and advocacy organization. CAIR is America’s largest Muslim civil liberties
organization, with affiliate offices nationwide.
Since its establishment in 1994, CAIR has worked to promote a positive image of Islam and Muslims in America.
Through media relations, lobbying, education and
advocacy, CAIR works to make sure a Muslim voice is
represented. Through our work, CAIR seeks to empower
American Muslims and encourage their participation in
political and social activism.
CAIR was founded in 1994 with headquarters in Washington, D.C.
They were the first to respond when Trump Administrations travel ban was implemented. Gathering information
and advising people what to do in case of ICE or airport
interrogations. During this time Imam Omar Suleiman
emerged as a leader of this group, calling and regrouping members to join him at the airport and protesting
the ban. He was also the one of the recepient of Social
Justice Excellence Awards of 2017 along with Rabbi Elana
Zelony of Congregation Beth Torah and Hala Halabi of
ICNA . Beside being an advocacy organization CAIR is
also busy with programs of Youth Empowerment,where
they Empower future leaders through civic engagement
training and education. They have been undertaking
cases of religious discrimination , including employment
harassment discrimination FBI questioning , airport profiling and campaigning to prevent school bullying.

The highlight of the event was the Keynote Speakers ,
Ghazala and Khizr Khan The Goldstar Family
His famous speech at the Democratic National Convention in Philadephia still resonates in our mind.
In his words
“Donald Trump, you’re asking Americans to trust you
with their future. Let me ask you, have you even read the
United States Constitution?
I will gladly lend you my copy. In this document, look for
the words “liberty” and “equal protection of law.’’
Have you ever been to Arlington Cemetery? Go look
at the graves of brave patriots who died defending the
United States of America. You will see all faiths, genders,
and ethnicity . You have sacrificed nothing—and no one”.
He was received with thunderous standing ovation. First
Ghazala Khan spoke for few mintures , talked about her
last words with Humayun Khan their beloved son killed
in Iraq war after an expolosion. He said “I have to take
care of my fellow men” before hanging up the phone.It
was an emotional recount.
Then Mr. Khizr Khan took over spoke very eloquently
about his experience at the Democratic National Convention . How he picked up his pocket addition of Constitution of the United States and how he challenged Mr.
Trump
whether he has ever read the Constitution.
He said never give up your rights and always fight for it .
This was his eighty eighth speech, people have been
calling him constantly ever since his convention speech.
“For Evil to Triumph, it only takes Good men to do
Nothing”

By M. Pervaiz Baig, Dallas

Amina Rab Ex President of CAIR with Rep. Victoria Neave. When Muslim Travelers were
detained at the Airport these 2 ladies got the whole DFW Bar Association mobilized and
Lawyers helped the stranded passengers.
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IFTEKHAR SHAREEF IN INDIA

Fundraiser dinner at Maharaja Restaurant with Newly elected first Indian American from the state of Illinois , U.S congressman Raja Krishnamoorthi
from 8 Th district of Illinois. Thanks Dr Vijay Prabhaker for hosting.

Wonderful to host and introduce the new Consul General of India at Chicago Ms. Neeta Bhushan to
community especially FIA chicago. She extended full support to work with us in building Indo- U.S
relationship, she is wonderful person . Attended by all Trustees including Mr Niranjan Shah, Babu Patel
, Kanti S Patel , Sunny Gabhawala , Bhailal M Patel , Keerthi Kumar , Ranjit Gangopadhyay , Excecutive
team of 2017 - 2018 , and American Telugu Association founder Hanumanth Reddy, Ms. Smita Shah and
many more
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Mr. Waliuddin was honored with award From Sunil Shah and Ali khan for
Best Emcee and Anchor at South Asian Cultural Association musical program in Chicago.
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Roger C Claar enjoys full support from Pakistani and

Muslims in Bolingbrook for his Re-election bid for Mayor. Mir Ali and
Mr. Talat Rashid are urging all Muslims and Pakistanis to Vote for Mayor
Claar on April 4th to keep the progress going in the right direction.
Pakistani and Muslim community owe to Mayor for his unconditional
support over the years. Roger C Claar who became mayor in 1980’s is still
as popular as he was in early days.
Bolingbrook which already enjoys a diverse community and is a home of
2 mosques, 2 cricket fields and one Full time Islamic school Al-Furqan
academy is also know by the international community in various aspects.
·

Boloingbrook was named 32nd best city to live in the USA.

* Mayor promotes Diversity
* Had offered Golf club for Eid Prayers initially when Muslims had no
place to go for Eid Prayers. In fact Eid Mubarak signs were displayed in
front of Village hall during Ramadan and Eid-ul Adha.
* He has appointed several Muslims in Local Village boards
* Mosques permits were issued with absolutely no hassle including expansions of mosques.
* Mayor is a big supporter of Youth who always helped BPL league headed
by Mir Ali a prominent Pakistani and founder of BPL.
* Every Pakistani Politician desires to meet Mayor Claar because of his
unparalleled support of the community.

* Mayor hosts the
Pakistan Flag Raising
Ceremony every year
to commemorate their
independence. Thousands are in attendance
at this event. Talat
Rashid a liberal Pakistani leader has served
amicably on our Plan
Commission for several
years and Mir Ali on
Zoning board besides
Ali Zaman on BCTV
board . Fasial Rashid
served on the DuPage
Township Board.
Muslim and Pakistani
population has increased rapidally for the
past 10 years because of affordable housing and job opportunities and a
place to worship besides 2 mosques and Al-Furqan Islamic school. City
is very cooperative with its citizens. We are raising Pakistani Flag on the
village hall for the past 25 years a record in the USA which attracts over
12,000 plus Pakistani Americans from all over Chicago area besides local
Americans. Answering one of questions Mayor said, As a mayor for the
past 30 plus years I have devoted myself to promote business environment
in the Village to attract businesses in the Village. We over 100 companies
who have their headquarters in Bolingbrook which created employment
for 100 to 1200 plus people. We urge all of you to exercise your right and
Vote for Mayor Claar and his team on April 4th.
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COMMUNITY LEADER AWARD

From a concept to an organization to a milestone mega show, within a span of less than
a year, the magical ICAN team stole the hearts and minds of Indian Americans of Illinois by displaying the vibrancy of the community at Meadows Club on Saturday, in
the presence of thousand plus crowd. The program was delivered parallel to the style
and precision of the Bollywood shows with all pomp and circumstance. About 100,000
people participated in the online voting for over two dozen categories of awards. One of
the most prestigious honors was the Best Community Leader Award, in which 19 people
were initially nominated. Few weeks ago, I was shortlisted in the top 5 nominees. At the
gala event, I was declared the winner of the BEST COMMUNITY LEADER AWARD.
I accepted this recognition on behalf of all of you who voted for me, I cannot say thank
you enough. The kindness displayed by all of you overwhelms me. On your behalf, on
behalf of the local Indian American Community, on behalf of all the nominees selected
in this category, and on behalf of my Wife, Shanu, and my son, Shaan, who always sacrificed their precious time to allow me to be away from home.
Main Khayaal Hoon Kisi Aur Ka Mujhe Sochta Koi Aur Hai
I am in somebody else’s thought, but someone else dreams about me.
Main Naseeb Hoon Kisi Aur Kaa Mujhe Maangtaa Koi Aur Hai
I am the destiny of someone, but I am desired by someone else.
Poet Saleem Kausar
On behalf of my fans, I salute from the bottom of my heart to the entire ICAN team that
include Jassi Parmar the Kapil Sharma, the Indian American community, Rita Singh,

Neil Khot, Ravi Rawat, Mohan Rawat, Girish Kapur, Sanjeev Singh, Nilesh Topiwala,
Bhavesh Patel, and dozens of community leaders who contributed to the success of this
event.
Photo Credits: Mark Kaczor and Jayanti Oza
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Lahore Mayor in Bolingbrook
Ret. Col. and Mayor of Lahore Mr.
Mubashar Javed visited Bolingbrook
on the invitation of Mayor Roger
Claar at his office. Mayor Mubashar
siad thanked Mayor Roger Claar for
his support of Pakistani and Muslim
community for the past 30 years.
Mayor also said he had heard about
Roger Claar that their is a Mayor in
one of the Suburbs who is a great
supporter of Pakistani and Muslim
community therefore he decided to
meet the Mayor. He said, “Pakistani
and Muslim community is very Lucky
to have you as their Mayor”.
Col. Mubashar Javed is the Mayor of
Lahore, Pakistan’s 2nd largest city and
rich in history with over 12 Million
people live there! He gave a very kind and sincere view of
national politics and world relations. He gave tremendous
kudos to our Village of Bolingbrook (and our leadership)
for being so incredibly diverse and welcoming to our
friends from all over the globe. Truly impressive to hear
him speak to the group.
Mayor Mubashar presented a gift from Lahore to Mayor
Claar and invited him to visit Lahore. He also said he
will talk to Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and will make

arrangements for his visit at the end of this year . Mayor
Roger Claar in his speech thanked Mayor Mubashar for
his kind words and expressed his views about the Pakistani and Muslim community living in the Bolingbrook.
Mayor added that we have 2 Mosques, one Islamic school
and 3 Cricket Fields in Bolingbrook. Muslim and Pakistani community is playing an important role in this
diverse Village by contributing to the successes of the Village and he is proud of representing them, every year we
have Pakistan day and Flag hoisting ceremony for the past

26 years he said.
Mayor Claar accepted the invitation
of Mayor Mubashar
to visit Lahore. The
evening ended with a
dinner at the Golf club.

A joyous celebration of womanhood at ATA women’s day

Asian Media USA ©

Chicago IL: American Telugu Association -ATA celebrated International women’s day
(IWD) on March 19, 2017 at Royal Palace Banquets, 6254 W 111th St, Chicago Ridge,
IL. The venue was packed with almost 250 exuberant women who actively participated
in various activities. The theme of International Women’s Day was “Be Bold for Change”
resonated with everyone.
International Women’s Day (IWD) is celebrated every year on March 8 since 1913. ATA
celebrate women’s day with great dignity & pride to honor women’s rights & celebrate the
accomplishments of women in geo, political, economic and social sectors as well as great
enthusiasm to showcase the achievements & issues facing women of their respective
cultures and to come up with better solutions for a better tomorrow.

The event started with a Prayer song and lamp lighting ceremony followed by welcome
speech and history of IWD by Sunitha Reddy and opening remarks by Dr. Meher Medavaram speaking on importance and the theme of the women’s day stressing the need
for women to come together to work towards reducing the gender parity and recognizing IWD’s important agenda to call to action for gender parity, offering clear actions
and solutions to help both individuals and organizations to create inclusive spaces for
all the people all over the world. They also had prominent Physician Dr. Sheela KondaVice chair of Radiology, Amita health care speaking on breast cancer awareness which
was very informative and educational. She made a slide presentation on facts relating
to breast cancer screening and prevention. This was followed by Mary Bedel, President
of National Alliance on Mental Illness from Indiana, who spoke on the importance of
recognizing the signs of mental illness and how women can reach out to help themselves
and their families. She shared community resources that are available for the treatment

www.Asia Times.US PAGE 13

of mental illness.
Next, Swapna Reddy an Attorney and Co-Director of ASAP at Urban Justice Center
spoke on the burning issue of Immigration and her work with the refugee population. She put to rest some of the speculations regarding the travel ban which has been
imposed by the Trump administration. Audience had a chance to ask questions about
Immigration issues. The event included various games, like Jeopardy and Telugu speaking competition. Women enthusiastically participated and winners were awarded prizes.
Women were entertained by Hari Madhuri with her live singing and they danced to the
beats of the DJ. It was an overwhelmingly successful and memorable event made possible
with active participation and help of the entire ATA Chicago team.
A delicious lunch was served and there was immense appreciation from all the women.
Vendor stalls provided a nice shopping experience for the women. Women from all
walks of life shared a wonderful afternoon of learning, networking and empowering
themselves.
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Sikh Community of the Midwest, USA hosts
honorary dinner for Sardar Pal Singh Purewal

Midwest witnessed a historic evening when Sardar Pal Singh Purewal addressed the audience
speaking about the Nanakshahi calendar he
had designed. The event took place at Ashyana
Banquets, 75th Street Downers Grove, IL and
was organized by Mr Amardev Singh Bandesha
and Mr Sarwan Singh, two alumni of Lyallpur
Khalsa College, Jalandhar, Punjab. Amradev
Singh started the program by introducing the
guest of honor Mr Punewal and explained how
it is so important for Sikh Diaspora to preserve
its identity and culture and make sure that the
values are imbibed by the generations to come.
Sardar Pal Singh Purewal talked about the
significance for the Sikh community to have
their own independent calendar. Nanakshahi
Calendar is a symbol of the sovereignty of Sikhs,
from which they will keep on getting inspiration
to march towards their destiny. This calendar
was designed to replace the Saka calendar and
has been in use since 1998. The epoch of this
tropical solar calendar (that uses most of the
mechanics of the Western calendar) is the birth
of the first Sikh Guru, Nanak Dev in 1469. Mr
Punewal will also be part of the New Year’s Day
celebration that falls annually on what is March
14 in the Gregorian Western calendar.

Sardar Pal Singh Purewal has worked extremely
hard in using scientific methods to produce a
unique Nanakshahi Calendar to celebrate all
Gurpurabs and other important festivals. Mr.
Purewal, stated that the year of advent of Guru
Nanak Sahib was 1526 Bikrami Samwat. Purewal claimed, “This means that the calendar
had been there long time before Guru Nanak
Sahiband that the Sikhs had their own distinct
identity even before NC, but it was incomplete.
Calendar is a necessary and an important part
of the identity,” he said. He explained how with
good knowledge of the Bikarami and Christian calendars one could convert the dates of
one into the other with an accuracy of one day.
However, in the case of lunar dates of the Bikarami Era the problem gets compounded by
the adhika masas or malmasas or laund months
- intercalary months. If the correct intercalary
month is not known, when it occurs in a year,
the conversion could be easily out by a month.
Jantri 500 could be of great help in solving this
problem for the period 1469 CE onwards.
It took Purewal, years to read and understand
Astronomy to come up with Jantri for 500 years.
In Bikrami calendar, we lose 20 minutes every
year so it needs adjustment, so festivals and important days kept moving forward. Sikhs Birth-

day Vaisakhi was originally celebrated on March
27th now it is moved to April 14th, soon it will
move to 27th. According to Bikrami calendar,
some Birthdays of Sikh Gurus came twice in a
year and none in other years especially of 10th
Guru Shri Guru Gobind SIngh. According to
Nankshahi Calendar it will be fixed, same for
Bandi Chhorh Divas which now is associated
with Diwali. Mr. Purewal also created Hizri
calendar for Muslims for which he was given
Life Time Achievement award in Lahore. That
calendar is set for 1500 and people in Lahore
said it is a milestone for them.
Mr Purewal’s speech was followed by a question and answer session with the audience. The
other speakers at the event were Bhai Mohinder
Singh, Dr Jasvir Kaur and Dr Tejji. The same
morning, Mr. Purewal addressed a sangat of
approximately 500 people at Palatine Gurdwara
and gave a PowerPoint presentation highlighting the significance of the Nankshahi Calendar.
The evening concluded with a vote of thanks by
Mr. Sarwan Singh Raju. Bhai Mohinder Singh
presented a memento to Mr Sardar Pal Singh
Purewal.
Photographs and Press release by: Asian Media
USA

Top Causes of Unintentional Injury and
Death in Homes and Communities
Top Causes of Unintentional Injury
and Death in Homes and Communities
According to Injury Facts 2016,
about 136,053 people died from
unintentional-injury-related deaths
in 2014. That’s 136,053 times someone’s ordinary day turned tragic.
Often, these tragedies happen when
least expected – during a vacation, while doing chores at home
or while driving across town. NSC
encourages everyone to be aware of
hazards related to leisure and recreational activities and take proper
safety precautions. Here, in order,
are the top causes of unintentional
injury and death in homes and
communities.
#1: Poisoning
In 2011, poisonings overtook motor vehicle crashes for the first time
as the leading cause of unintentional-injury-related death for all
ages combined. Poisoning deaths
are caused by gases, chemicals and

other substances, but prescription
drug overdose is by far the leading cause. Learn more about this
epidemic and other poisons in the
home.
#2: Motor Vehicle Crashes
No one wakes up thinking they
will lose a loved one in a car crash,
but motor vehicle crashes are the
second leading cause of unintentional-injury-related death overall.
Impaired driving, distracted driving, speeding and inexperience can
cause a life to be cut short in the
blink of an eye. Everyone has a role
in making our roads safer.
#3: Falls
More than 29,000 people died in
falls in 2013. Falling is the third
leading cause of unintentionalinjury-related death over all age
groups, but it’s the #1 cause of
death for those 71 and older, according to Injury Facts 2015. The
good news: Aging, itself, does not

cause falls. Learn what you can do
to help protect older loved ones.
#4: Choking and Suffocation
Suffocation is the fourth leading
cause of unintentional injury-related death over all age groups, and
choking on food or other objects is
a primary cause. Suffocation is the
second leading cause of unintentional injury death for people 87
and older. Mechanical suffocation
is the #1 cause of death for infants.
Learn prevention and rescue tips.
#5: Drowning
Not including boating incidents,
about 10 people drown every day.
It’s the fifth leading cause of unintentional-injury-related death over
all ages, and the #1 cause of death
for children ages 1 to 4, mostly due
to children falling into pools or
being left alone in bathtubs. Learn
how to keep yourself and your family safe.

#6: Fires and Burn
Fire is the sixth leading cause of
unintentional-injury-related death
over all ages. About 2,200 deaths
were caused by burns and injuries
related to fire in 2013. Often fires
start at night, when family members are asleep. A working smoke
alarm will cut the chances of dying
in a fire in half. Learn more fire
safety tips here
#7: Natural and Environmental
Incident
Disasters are front-page news even
though lives lost are relatively few
compared to other unintentionalinjury-related deaths. Weatherrelated disasters claim hundreds
of lives per year. NSC encourages
families to learn all they can about
emergency preparedness, and
always have an emergency kit on
hand.

Saaz aur Awaaz
(630) 400-2549

DJ Shahid Lateef
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Bollywood Actor Kabir Bedi
Kabir Bedi is an internationally acclaimed Indian actor.
He has acted in over 60 Bollywood films and has hits like
“Khoon Bhari Maang”, “Kurbaan” and “Main Hoon Na”.
He is well-recognized for his role of Emperor Shah Jahan
in “Taj Mahal: An Eternal Love Story”.
Popularly recognized in the West for his role as a villainous ‘Gobinda’ in the James Bond film, “Octopussy”,
Kabir also played a pivotal role in the Columbia Pictures’
“The Beast of War”, a film on the Russian war in Afghanistan. He is best known in Europe for playing a Pirate in
“Sandokan”, a popular TV mini- series. He also starred in
“The Bold and the Beautiful”, the second most watched
television show in the world. Kabir Bedi has been on air
on Indian TV with his no.1 show on India’s war history on
the country’s no.1 news channel garnering over 30 million
viewers.
Kabir Bedi with his deep voice, rare wit and strong persona is known to have hosted a bevy of events, awards
shows and corporate shows in India. Recently, he hosted
an event for the Government of Madhya Pradesh to mark
the thousandth year of the incarnation of the King of
Malwa Raja Bhoj.
Kabir Bedi is one of India’s famous international actors. His career has spanned all 3 acting mediums: film,
television and theatre on 3 decades. From James Bond
film “Octopussy”, where he played Roger Moore’s antagonist, to the smash hit Italian pirate series “Sandokan”, to
a year-long leading role on the “Bold and the Beautiful”
watched in 146 countries, to London’s West End with ‘The
Far Pavillions’, Kabir has also done over 60 Bollywood
films, including super-hit “Khoon Bhari Maang” where he
starred opposite Rekha, directed by Rakesh Roshan.
During Oct-Nov 2013, he is touring Canada playing Emperor Shah Jahan in John Murrel’s acclaimed play, “Taj”,
with Lisa Ray playing his daughter, Jahanara, directed by
Tom diamond, produced by Lata Pada of Sampradaya.
Kabir is a member of the “Oscars Academy” (Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences), voting for the Oscars
for the last 3 decades.
In December 2010, the Italian Government bestowed him
a Knighthood, “Cavaliere”, its highest civilian honour, for
his achievements in Italy.
Kabir also presented a weekly TV documentary series on
India’s wars on Indian TV channels Aaj Tak and Headlines Today, “Vande Mataram” and “Guns and Glory”, in
English and Hindi respectively, which can also be seen
in Canada and North America. This show is the number
one news show on Indian TV on Saturday night with a
viewership of over 30 million
He is India’s leading Presenter of Events, Columnist,
Activist and Motivational Speaker. After living Holywood,
London and Rome for over 20 years, Kabir is now based
in India. He has now launched a film company, Pivotal
Movies LLP, for the production of Indian and international films.
Spouse (3)
Nikki Bedi
(1993 - 2004) (divorced)
Susan Humphreys
(1979 - ?) (divorced)
Protima Bedi
(1968 - 1973) (divorced) (3 children)
Trivia (32)
Best known for appearing as the main villain’s henchman,
Gobinda, in the James Bond movie Octopussy and for
his role as Sandokan in the mega-hit TV series broadcast
across Europe and most of the Spanish speaking world.
Father of Pooja Bedi and actor Adam Bedi.
Voted the most eligible bachelor of the year by Cosmopolitan in 1978. Won 4th place in the Best Looking Indian
of the Century based on a 45-day Internet survey by
newspaper, The Times of India.

Speaks fluent Hindi, English and Italian. He recently completed a 200 episode Italian radio drama for the country’s
most listened to radio station.
In the Italian tv shows Un medico in famiglia (1998) and
Vivere (1999) he plays in Italian.
Kabir Bedi was knighted by the Italian Republic he is now
Cavalier Kabir Bedi.
Starring in the West End musical adaptation of M.M.
Kaye’s “The Far Pavilions”, directed by Gale Edwards, at
the Shaftesbury Theatre in London. [June 2005]
Kabir finished shooting in Rome for a 26hour TV series
in Italian. [March 2007]
Toronto, Canada: Performing theatre at the Luminato
Festival titled ‘TAJ’ based on the iconic Taj Mahal [June
2011]
Younger sister name is Gulhima Bedi. She is a famous
professor in Nashua, Boston, USA. She is married to Sam
Scales.
Former father in law of Nisha Harale.
Released a album in 1977 titled “ Im On My Way To Your
Heart”. The album consisted of 2 songs. One song was a
instrumental with Kabir Bedi reciting romantic poetry.
The second song was a instrumental. The album was associated with the Italian TV show Sandokan.
Starred in the shelved movie Bollywood Eye’s “ A All
About Her” (2006) Starring Sharbani Mukherjee,Adam
Bedi,Rajat Bedi,Mukesh Rishi,Nirmal Pandey,Kabir Bedi.
Directed by Rajesh Kumar Singh.
Sister in law name is Urmi Bedi. Brother Ranga’s wife.
Neice is world famous yoga instructor, spiritual healer
Brinda Maira (Daughter of Kabir’s sister Gulhima). She is
based in Santa FE, New Mexico.
Nephew’s name is Shiv Maira (1973- March 2000). He
was the son of Kabir’ s sister Gulhima (Maira) Scales and
world famous architect and artiste Shakti Maira.
Kabir Bedi’s wife Parveen Dusunj is the elder sister of
Aftab Shivdasani’s wife Nin Dusunj.
Niece name is Ami Mehera. Brother Ranga’s daughter.
Fashion designer Tina Bedi is married to his niece Sehar
Bedi.
Niece is producer and fashion designer Seher Bedi.
Niece is actress Adya Bedi.
Former wife Susan Humphreys ( Now known as Ixchel
Leigh) appeared in the American documentary “Uncommon Scents”.
Cousin is Satish Kuldip Bedi (who passed away in 2011)
and Anjula (Anju) Bedi. Satish Bedi is the father actress
Aadya Bedi. He met his wife doing a comedy stage play in
Jaipur way back in the day when English theatre was just
beginning to gain popularity in India.
Niec is Tarini Bedi. Tarini Bedi is a Assistant Professor
at University of Chicago Illinois,/ Department of Anthropoloy. She is also a author of the book “The Dashing
Ladies of Shiv Sena”. She is the daughter of Kabir Bedi’s
cousin Satish Kuldip Bedi.
Son Adam Bedi is married to world famous make up
artiste Melissa Murphy. Melissa Murphy has several make
up tutorial’s on youtube. Melisa worked as a makeup
artiste in adult film industry with pornographic stars. ,
Murphy never planned to work in porn. Thirteen years
ago, she sold telecommunication services to Fortune 500
companies. After being laid off, Murphy took a side-gig
at a cosmetics counter in a Los Angeles mall, though she
had no formal training. A friend asked her to dog-sit for
her boss, a pornography director. As the guy was paying
her, Murphy told him he should hire her as a makeup
artist. Her first gig paid $125. She stayed long after she
was needed so she could watch the veteran artists work.
There are only a handful of makeup artists in the adultfilm industry, and fewer good ones, a robed actress tells
me on set. The best photographers only hire the best
makeup artists. Because Murphy excelled at makeup and
hair, which is a rarity, she continued to book job after
job. But something happened in 2013 that threatened to
unravel these relationships and destroy her career in the
process. Business Insider article written about Murphy’s
Instagram account, an account that surfaced on Reddit
and was covered by every major news site from Gawker

Kabir Bedi with Chicago’s Anoop
Mamtani, Owner at
www.atlantictravelsusa.com
to The New York Post’s Page Six. Collectively, the internet applauded Murphy’s artistry, often commenting on
the staggering difference between before and after shots.
The story was a favorite for readers, and its popularity
inspired a follow-up I wrote this past summer: “Makeup
artist posts shocking before-and-after photos of the porn
stars she styles.”And it only continues to make the rounds
from there. Last week, BroBible, The Daily Mail, and The
Mirror resurrected the story with galleries of their own.
Murphy’s ascent into virality was anything but uplifting.
Adult actresses accused Murphy of selling the story to the
press, and photographers no longer welcomed her on set.
In one fell swoop, she lost her friends, career, and a bit of
her sanity. As a makeup artist in the adult-film industry,
Murphy has transformed hundreds of men and women
into sex gods and bombshells. Much like those in Hollywood, makeup artists in porn create looks that hide a
performer’s flaws, highlight assets, and match the mood
of the movie. Many blogs published galleries embedding Murphy’s photos without asking her. Given the gray
nature of fair use laws, media may use public Instagram
user’s photos as long as the images are embedded. This
feature gives proper attribution by showing the username
and linking back to the original content, according to
Instagram’s embedding terms of use.
Grandfather of writer, producer, actress Aalia Furniturewala. Aalia is the daughter of Pooja Bedi and Farhan Furniturewala. Farhan and Pooja are now divorced. Farhan
has married Feroz Khans daughter Laila Khan. They have
a son named Zaan Furniturewala.
Nephew is Rahul Kuldip Bedi is a author. Rahul is the son
of Kabir’s cousin Satish Kuldip Bedi.
Neice is Vandana Bedi. (Daughter of cousin Satish Bedi
and sister of actress Aadya Bedi).
Niece is Sohni Tanna. She is the daughter of brother
Ranga Bedi. Sohni Tanna is married to Dipak Tanna.
Dipak Tanna is the owner of the company GSLOT Entertainment Limited ( Formerly Known as Adelphia Vision
India Limited).Dipak owns the company with Sohni’s
sister Seher Bedi. Sohni Tanna has a daughter named Tia
Tanna.
Was engaged to actress and costume designer Amba
Sanyal in the late 1960’s. She is the daughter of the famous
B.C.Sanyal.
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Your vehicle MAY be involved in a safety recall and MAY create a
safety risk for you or your passengers. If left unrepaired, a potential safety defect could lead to injury or even death. Safety defects
must be repaired by a dealer at no cost to you.
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V141
Manufacturer : Forest River, Inc.
Subject :
Incorrect Axle Information on
the Label/Part 567
Make Model Model Years
PRIME TIME CRUSADER 2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V142
Manufacturer : Hyundai Motor America
Subject :
Incorrect Tire Pressure Sensor
Mode/FMVSS 138
Make Model Model Years
HYUNDAI SANTA FE
2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V143
Manufacturer : Nissan North America, Inc.
Subject :
Possible Driver-Side Curtain Airbag Non-Deployment
Make Model Model Years
INFINITI
QX30 2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V145
Manufacturer : Zero Motorcycles Inc.
Subject :
Anti-Lock Brakes may not Function Properly
Make Model Model Years
ZERO DS
2017
ZERO FXS 2017
ZERO S
2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V146
Manufacturer : Chrysler (FCA US LLC)
Subject :
Tire Pressure Warning Light/
FMVSS 138
Make Model Model Years
FIAT 500X 2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V147
Manufacturer : Keystone RV Company
Subject :
Smoke Detector may not have
been Installed
Make Model Model Years
KEYSTONE COUGAR
2017
KEYSTONE LAREDO
2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V148
Manufacturer : Daimler Vans USA, LLC
Subject :
Blind Spot Monitoring Function
Not Installed
Make Model Model Years
MERCEDES BENZ METRIS
2016-2017

NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V149
Manufacturer : Daimler Vans USA, LLC
Subject :
Bracket Not Welded Correctly
Make Model Model Years
FREIGHTLINER
SPRINTER 2500
2016
FREIGHTLINER
SPRINTER 3500
2016
MERCEDES BENZ SPRINTER 2500
2016
MERCEDES BENZ SPRINTER 3500
2016
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V150
Manufacturer : Volkswagen Group of America,
Inc.
Subject :
Seatbelt Component may Detach
and Enter the Cabin
Make Model Model Years
AUDI A5 CABRIOLET
2017
AUDI S5 CABRIOLET
2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V151
Manufacturer : Volkswagen Group of America,
Inc.
Subject :
Cracks in Fuel Filter Flange may
cause Fuel Leak
Make Model Model Years
VOLKSWAGEN
TOUAREG 2007-2010
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V152
Manufacturer : Hyundai Motor America
Subject :
Seat Belt Linkages may Detach
Make Model Model Years
HYUNDAI SONATA
2011-2014
HYUNDAI SONATA HYBRID 2011-2015
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V153
Manufacturer : Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC
Subject :
Incorrect Driveshaft may have
been Installed
Make Model Model Years
JAGUAR
F-PACE
2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V154
Manufacturer : Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC
Subject :
Passenger Frontal Air Bag may
not Deploy

SYDNEY (Reuters) - Scientists have found what could be the world’s largest dinosaur footprint - measuring nearly 1.7 metres (5.6 ft) - on a remote part of Australia’s northwestern
coastline.
The footprint from a giant sauropod dinosaur was among 21 types of tracks found on the
Dampier Peninsula in Western Australia, 130 km (80 miles) from the beach resort town of
Broome.
“They are bigger than anything that has been recorded anywhere in the world,” said Steve
Salisbury, the lead author of a joint study by the University of Queensland and James Cook
University.
Sauropods were four-legged plant-eaters with long necks and tails, pillar-like legs and immense bodies. Sauropod footprints measuring 1.2 metres (4 feet) were found in Germany in
2015. The rocks containing the tracks at Dampier date back 127 million to 144 million years,
older than previous dinosaur fossil discoveries in Australia, Salisbury said.

Make Model Model Years
LAND ROVER
RANGE ROVER
2016
LAND ROVER
RANGE ROVER SPORT
2016
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V155
Manufacturer : Airstream, Inc.
Subject :
Tire may Rub Against Wheel
Well
Make Model Model Years
AIRSTREAM BASECAMP 2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V156
Manufacturer : Gillig LLC
Subject :
Wiper Arms may Crack and
Detach from Vehicle
Make Model Model Years
GILLIG
LOW FLOOR 2016-2017
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 17V157
Manufacturer : MANAC INC.
Subject :
Rub Rail may Detach
Make Model Model Years
MANAC
VAN TRAILER
2016-2017

What is a recall?
When a manufacturer or the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) determines that a vehicle
creates an unreasonable risk to safety or fails to meet minimum safety standards, the manufacturer is required to fix
that vehicle at no cost to the owner. That can be done by
repairing it, replacing it, offering a refund (for equipment)
or, in rare cases, repurchasing the car.
What should I do if my vehicle is included in this recall?
If your vehicle is included in this recall, it is very important that you get it fixed as soon as possible given the
potential danger to you and your passengers if it is not
addressed. You should receive a separate letter in the mail
from the vehicle manufacturer, notifying you of the recall
and explaining when the remedy will be available, whom
to contact to repair your vehicle, and to remind you that
the repair will be done at no charge to you. If you believe
your vehicle is included in the recall, but you do not
receive a letter in the mail from the vehicle manufacturer,
please call NHTSA’s Vehicle Safety Hotline at 1-888-3274236, or contact your vehicle manufacturer or dealership.
Thank you for your attention to this important safety
matter and for your commitment to helping save lives on
America’s roadways.
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Eating healthily with diabetes
One of the most frequent questions people
with diabetes ask is “What can I eat?”
After all, diabetes is at root a metabolic
disorder, affecting the way the body derives energy from food. Myths abound
when it comes to diabetes and food—one
of the most common being that there is
a “diabetes diet” that prohibits sugar and
lists other items to avoid.
In fact, dietitians and other health professionals give the same dietary advice to
people with diabetes as they do to most
people, but with extra emphasis on controlling weight and keeping blood sugar,
blood pressure, and cholesterol values as
close to normal as possible.
The basics: eat a well-balanced diet that
emphasizes fruit, vegetables, whole grains,
and lean protein, while watching total
calories and getting regular exercise. What
you choose to eat on a day-to-day basis
is up to you, but the overall goals are to
maintain a healthy weight and exercise
regularly.
You should also strive to keep your blood
sugar levels close to normal to prevent
long-term complications of diabetes and
avoid the short-term consequences of low
blood sugar (hypoglycemia), and to control your cholesterol and blood pressure
levels to reduce your risk of heart disease
and stroke.
Here are 20 guidelines for healthful and
enjoyable eating for people with diabetes
and anyone else who wants to eat healthfully:
Eat a variety of foods; since no single
food is perfect, you need a balanced mix
of foods to get all the nutrients your body
requires.
Eat more vegetable products and fewer
animal products.
Eat more fresh and homemade foods
and fewer processed foods. Avoid fast food
and junk food. You know what they are.
Choose your fats wisely. Cut down on
meat, the skin of poultry, whole-fat dairy
products, stick margarine, fried foods,
processed snack foods, and commercial
baked goods made with trans fats. Think
about dressings, sauces, and cooking oil.
Use olive or canola oil to cook whenever
possible, and moisten your bread with
olive oil or soft margarine. Get “good fats”
from fish and nuts.
Choose your carbs wisely. Cut down on
simple sugars; remember that sodas, sports
energy drinks, and fruit juices are loaded
with sugar. Cut down on highly refined
products made with white flour. Favor
whole-grain, coarsely ground, unrefined
products. Don’t be fooled by dark-colored
bread or by labels that boast of unbleached
flour, wheat grain, or multigrain flour.
Instead, look for whole grain as the first
ingredient, and read the fine print to learn
the fiber content of a portion; more is better. Learn to like bran cereal, vegetables,

fruits, nuts, and seeds. Consider fiber
supplements if you can’t get enough from
foods.
Consume at least three cups of non- or
low-fat dairy products a day.
Eat protein in moderation. Favor fish
and skinless poultry. Experiment with soy
and beans as a protein source. Aim for 5½
ounces of protein-rich foods a day; count
¼ cup of cooked beans or tofu, ½ ounce of
nuts or seeds, or one egg as equivalent to 1
ounce of cooked fish or cooked lean meat
or poultry.
Restrict your sodium intake to less than
2,300 mg per day, particularly if your
blood pressure is borderline or high, by reducing your use of table salt and processed
foods such as canned soup and juices, luncheon meats, condiments, frozen dinners,
cheese, tomato sauce, and snack foods.
People with blood pressure above 120/80
mm Hg should aim for 1,500 mg a day, as
should anyone above age 50.
Eat more potassium-rich foods, such as
citrus fruits, bananas, and other fruits and
vegetables. Eat more calcium-rich foods
such as low-fat dairy products, broccoli,
spinach, and tofu (but don’t take calcium
supplements to boost your daily intake
above 1,200 mg).
Eat more grain products, especially
whole-grain products, aiming for at least
6 ounces a day. Count 1 cup of dry cereal;
½ cup of cooked cereal, rice, or pasta; or
one slice of bread as 1 ounce. Whole grains
and brown rice should provide at least half
your grains; the more, the better.
Eat more vegetables, especially deepgreen and yellow-orange vegetables. Aim
for at least five servings a day. Count 1 cup
of raw leafy greens, ½ cup of cooked or
raw vegetables, or ½ cup of vegetable juice
as one portion.
Eat more fruits, aiming for at least four
servings a day. Count one medium-size
piece of fruit; ½ cup of fresh, frozen, or
canned fruit; or ½ cup of fruit juice as one
portion.
Eat more fish, aiming for at least two
4-ounce servings each week. Remember to
broil, bake, or grill instead of frying.
If you choose to eat red meat, try to reduce your intake to two 4-ounce servings
per week. Avoid “prime” and other fatty
meats, processed meats, and liver. Switch
to chicken and turkey, always removing
the skin. Be sure your meat and poultry are cooked to 160° or more, but not
charred.
Eat eggs sparingly; aim for an average of
no more than one egg yolk per day, including those used in cooking and baking. Use
egg substitutes whenever possible.
Include seeds and unsalted nuts in your
diet. Nuts have been linked to a reduced
risk of cardiac death, but since they are
high in calories, moderation is the watchword.
Use vegetable oils in moderation, favoring olive and canola oils. Reduce your
intake of partially hydrogenated vegetable
oils, palm oil, and coconut milk.
If you choose to use alcohol, drink spar-

ingly. Men should not average more than two drinks per day, women one a day. Count
5 ounces of wine, 12 ounces of beer, or 1½ ounces of liquor as one drink. Never drive or
operate machinery after drinking.
Adjust your caloric intake and exercise level to maintain a desirable body weight. If
you need to reduce, aim for gradual weight loss by lowering your caloric intake and
increasing your exercise level.
Avoid fad diets and extreme or unconventional nutritional schemes. If it’s too good
to be true, it’s not true. And remember that these guidelines are intended for healthy
people; people with medical problems should consult their doctors to develop individualized nutritional plans.

Bladder and bowel
problems solved
Incontinence is a subject
most men and women
are reluctant to talk
about — even with their
doctors. As a result, they
suffer physically, emotionally — and needlessly. They fail to get help
that can restore continence and confidence.

women who sometimes,
or often, face bladder or
bowel control problems.
You will learn about
the causes and, most
important, about the
corrective measures you
can take to manage and
lessen the symptoms of
incontinence.

More than 32 million
Americans, including one in three older
women, live with incontinence. It is a treatable
medical issue — not a
psychological problem
or personal failure. You
can do something about
incontinence. And the
sooner you act, the more
effective the results can
be.

The report will candidly
and comprehensively
show you how new
treatments, therapies,
and procedures are
significantly improving
continence and brightening lives.

In Better Bladder and
Bowel Control, a Special
Health Report from
Harvard Medical School,
you will be briefed on
the most recent advances
in helping men and

You will read about medications that can cause
urinary incontinence
— and medications that
can curb it. You'll find
out about simple lifestyle
changes that can make a
gratifying difference for
people suffering from
stress incontinence or
an overactive bladder.
And you'll be updated

on effective new outpatient procedures that
are replacing traditional
surgeries.
The report offers practical guidance for treating fecal incontinence.
It examines treatment
choices ranging from dietary changes and bowel
training regimens to
surgery. You'll read about
good foods for "bulking
up." You'll be alerted to
specific (and surprising)
foods that can trigger
incontinence. And you'll
be coached on easy
exercises to strengthen
the muscles of the pelvic
floor, shoring up those
that control the bladder
and bowel.
The good news is that
bladder and bowel
problems can be solved.
Discover how you can
regain the peace of mind
you once enjoyed.
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Syed Shahabuddin: The Man Who Changed the
Culture of Indian Muslim Politics

By M Ghazali Khan

Like millions of other Indian Muslims who knew,
admired and loved Shahabuddin Saheb, I am deeply saddened at his death. His death is a great loss for the community, especially at a time when Muslims in India are at
a crossroads and yearning for a leader who could guide
them and bring them into the cohesion that is the need of
the time.
Mourning this great loss my memories of and about
Shahabuddin Saheb span more than three decades and are
varied in many ways that I cherish greatly.
The first ever article penned by Shahabuddin Saheb that
I had read was in New Delhi published as a rejoinder
to K. R Malkani, editor of RSS’s mouthpiece Organiser.
Malkani’s piece was titled, ‘Hindus and Muslims: A Question of Different Wave Lengths’ and Shahabuddin Saheb’s
response was headlined as ‘Come out of your shell Mr.
Malkani’. After this I became a great fan of his writings
and never missed any article written by him and when he
launched his Muslim India I became its regular reader.
In those days it was so rare to see a small letter by a
Muslim in an English language daily or a periodical let
alone an article portraying the true picture on the ground.
News about Muslims in English publications was rare and
few of the Muslims who wrote in English were extremely
apologetic. No Muslim politician could dare raise his
voice from the platform of a secular party against the
injustices being meted out to the community and government’s discriminatory policies against them.
This was the period when by playing film Barsat ki Raat’s
song, Mujhe to mil gaya bahana teri deed ka’ at the end
of Ramazan and by showing on Doordarshan the scene
of Eid congregation at Delhi’s Jama Masjid or one or two
Muslim families from old Delhi eating Eid Siwaian all
the demands and conditions of secularism were deemed
complete. In such an environment Shahabuddin Saheb’s
leadership and his fearless speeches in parliament and
public platform changed the culture and gave the community, specially the youths, a new hope.
My first meeting with him was very brief, in 1981, when
we, the residents of Nasrullah Hostel of AMU’s V.M. Hall,
wanted to invite him as the chief guest in our annual hostel dinner. He had come to attend the meeting of AMU
Court. I sent in a handwritten slip to him with the peon
a few minutes before the meeting was due to start and
within no time he came out to see us. I requested him to
be our chief guest at the annual hostel function to which
he readily agreed and said, ‘Mujhe ek chitthi dal dena
meN foran jawab doonga.’
The next time I met him was a year later at his residence
in Delhi. I had reached a bit earlier before the appointed
time and he was not at home. Perhaps, it was his daughter
who opened the door and asked me to wait in the drawing
room. Only five minutes later Shahabuddin Saheb arrived
himself driving his old Fiat. This was a brief meeting.
The third time I met him was in London when I interviewed him for Impact International, perhaps in 1989, at
the residence of his brother-in-law, late Dr Majeed Saheb,
a known orthopedist.
After the interview, I traveled with him from North
London to Central London where a press conference had
been arranged for him. During the journey, I noticed him
close his eyes and reciting Kalima in whisper. I have a
feeling that this was his habit and a routine to remember
Almighty like this in his free moments but I doubt anyone
except his family members would have ever seen him in
this mood.

His writings and
speeches speak for
his courage and
commitment to the
community but the
speech delivered by
him in the Parliament in the wake
of the infamous
Moradabad Riots
1980 and the article
in Sunday, then edited by M.J. Akbar,
are in particular a
glaring example of
his fearlessness and
love for his people.

It is said that hard
times are the real
tests of someone’s real mettle. What could be a tough time
for him than the death in mysterious circumstances of his
only son, a scientist, in US? But even after this tragedy he
continued his mission for the community as before.
Having served as a diplomat and ambassador and as a
parliamentarian for three terms he had seen the real faces
of all those wearing secular masks. An interview with
Urdu Sahara tells it all how he felt and how he wanted
the Indian Muslims to adapt and evolve a new election
strategy.
After being nominated as a Janata Dal MP in the Rajya
Sabha he articulated Muslims’ grievances, asked questions
and kept an open eye on all the ills pestering Indian Muslims. Undeterred by the hostility of the media as well as
his own party he kept on speaking and writing on Muslim
issues and paid the price by never being able to return to
the parliament. In this respect (being in a secular party
and still articulating Muslims’ issues), except Maulana
Hifzur Rehman Saheb, he has no match in post-independent India. It was him who, in the 80s assembled Muslim
MPs, from all the parties, and met the then Prime Minister Mrs Indira Gandhi to highlight the problems being
faced by Muslims in India. I still remember an editorial
in the Times of India headed, ‘Playing with fire’ in which
Shahabuddin Saheb was viciously vilified.
This is an irony that be it Maulana Mohammad Ali Jauhar
or Syed Shahabuddin, the community has not spared any
of its leaders from accusations and insinuations. (Sadly,
Maulana and Syed Saheb both wrote extensively and published volumes of articles that would probably be equal to
several books but none of them got the time to write even
one single book). I recall how, many in the community accused him of collecting crores of rupees for Muslim India.
In the 80s some even spread the rumour that he was an
RSS agent serving their agenda and that for this very purpose he was brought into politics by Atal Bihar Vajpayee.
Some went as far as saying that out of their love for him
some RSS activists had even hung his photographs in
their houses.
Incidentally, the story was written as a satire in a gossip
column by a young Muslim journalist in the Telegraph.
The column didn’t have a byline. The journalist in question himself confided to me that he was the source of the
story. But since it served the agenda of some who saw
Shahabuddin Saheb as a threat to their interests circulated
the nonsense as gospel truth. A friend who is no more
told me even a far more bizarre and ridiculous story mentioning his source someone high in the Congress with
dodgy record. May Allah bless him, he later refused to
believe the absurdity that I do not want even to mention
here.
Some intellectuals in the community accuse Shahabud-

din Saheb of creating what they call Hindu backlash
through his participation in the Babri Mosque movement
and the infamous Shahbano case controversy etc. The fact
is that this is an over simplification of the issues and is not
different from the tendency of blaming squarely Muslim
League and Muslim politicians for the partition while
ignoring the game Hindutva elements had started playing
much before 1947.
It is worth narrating an interesting story that I have quoted in an article on Shahabuddin Saheb before and shared
with me by Dr Hilal Ahmed, Assistant Professor, Center
for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS), when he
was doing his PhD at the School of Oriental and African
Studies (SOAS), London.
He had written a well-researched paper, based on Shahabuddin Saheb’s editorials published in Muslim India.
When he showed it to his supervisor, a leading expert on
Indian politics the gentleman remarked that so far his
impression of Shahabuddin Saheb was based on media
reports and that was the first time he had actually read
his writings. ‘From this he comes as a brilliant political
thinker’, the expert told my friend.
This paper ‘An Introduction to the Political ideas of Syed
Shahabuddin’ has been included in a book ‘Syed Shahabuddin, Outstanding Voice of Muslim India’, compiled
by Mushtaque Madni.
The fact is that had Shahabuddin Saheb compromised on
his stand and principles he would have spent the last few
years of his life in luxury and great comfort. But this is
what Dr Javed Jamil Saheb quotes him as saying, ‘Do you
think Dr Jamil, I have lots of money. In my house, meat
is cooked only twice a week, not because we don’t relish it
but because we can’t afford it. And you see the (old) Fiat
car outside my office. I am not even in a position to send
it to the garage.’
I close this obituary with the quotes of Salman Khurshid
made during the launch of the aforementioned book in
2003, ‘Some narrow-minded people say he raised the issue
of Babri Masjid and Personal Law for petty politics. This
is wrong. The fact is that we could not take full benefit of
him as much as we should have.’ He said. Then he turned
to Shahabuddin Saheb and continued, ‘You speak strongly
and clearly. If someone who did not know that you were a
diplomat, would never sense it from your personality. You
have ruled over the hearts of many men and women. We
got in you a leader, an icon, a role model.’
May Allah forgive the shortcomings of this brave soldier
of the community and shower His mercy on him.

Posted on March 9, 2017 by Urdu Media Monitor
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Mothers Day Gives us an Opportunity
to Honor Our Mothers

By: Qundeel Aymen

The time between birth and death is known as life.
But the cardinal questions are:
Who is the vehicle towards the life? Who can endure
the pain of creation? Who has stamina to bring happiness while undergoing the risk of life? Who does
everything selflessly? Who creates comforts? All the
questions revolve around the same axis. This axis is
the true personification of angels.
This entity is called Mother.
Mother is that being where love begets, where sympathy descends, where affection springs into a loaf
of flesh. Mother is always like a mentor who guides
towards that direction which is beneficial for us. She
performs almost all the household chores, but among
that she renders numerous sacrifices - intentionally
and un-intentionally.
She masks her pains behind her luminous face. All
the religions have special respect for mothers, but
it is our religion Islam that bestows the prestigious
position – which is the exalted position among the
womanhood.
We all know that the reward of life in hereafter is
Paradise, Islam openly gives hint that “Paradise lies
under the feet of Mother”. Just ponder for a moment;
if Paradise lies under her feet, then pause for a moment to imagine as to how will she be crowned on

her head?
With her soft and acquiescent voice, she streamlines
our jumble words. The little fingers dwindle in her
hand and she makes us meet our goals. With her
unfathomable vision, she builds a pictorial dream of
the future.
A mother tries her best to bring ease for us even at
the cost of her unease. She does practical manifestations in order to inculcate things in our mind. She installs and reinstalls the software in our brain because
as they say: “the lap of Mother is the first university”.
A mother is the only being who has the power to
unify and harmonize relations. In the stream of
people, only a hug of the mother can mitigate the
troubles and pains. How beautifully she pours knowledge while putting head in her lap? How logically she
convinces us while waving her fingers in hair? How
pleasingly she lends her shoulder for her children to
lay their heads on and cry? She bends her energies to
make us decisive. How strikingly she chuckles upon
our mischiefs.
She burns her ‘Self ’ in order to illuminate our souls.
She bears the daunting rays of sun to provide shelter
and fruit. She is like a shady tree. She comforts the
dark of ignorance progress.

hustle and bustle of
life and try to reach
the core of your heart
and ask yourself. “Can
we reward her for her
any single sacrifice?”
Mother is the only
companion in the
world of chaos, strife
and ruin.
Don’t trifle the life
with petty perceptions. Worth every
relation, be humble and be kind. Be respectful and be
grateful towards Mothers, if you really want to be…
Finally to honor our own mothers – and all mothers
worldwide - let us remember the age old adage:
God Couldn’t Send Angels Everywhere So He Sent
Mothers.
Qundeel Aymen is a Writer and a Senior Member of
Ladies Chapter of Pakistan Writers Club – Riyadh.
Email: dil.aymen@gmail.com

While capping-up, just snatch a moment from the

In Remembrance of World Poetry Day

By: Aymen Zaheer

Today the world is taking its advance paces in every
walk of life. Apprenticeship is always the demand of
time - both in science and arts. Unlike painting and
sculpturing, poetry is beyond this term. It is personal and non-transferable gifted trait of the poet. It
pulsates right from his birth and ends on his death
bed. His verses resurrect frequently.
A poet is a person who has humanitarian instinct
which is further elevated by sensitivity and tenderness of nature. It is the subtlest genre of literature. It
has sturdy engrossment with the emotional make up
of the mind. To write anything is equal to the process of creation. The brain of the poet is the house
of creativity where different reactions take place. He
collects raw material from the experience & imagination, senses and catalyzes it into new combinations. The moment of tranquility and retrospection
polishes this faculty. In this way, a creative art comes
into being.
Firstly, it is non-spontaneous. Afterwards it turns to
the realms of spontaneity. The poet always follows
the winding of motives and reasons through the
most complex maze of imagination and eloquently
bubbles off his verbal coins. They are remarkable for
the most agreeable sense of exaggeration, a pleasant
sense of beauty and a terse sense of rectitude.
“Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful

feelings: it takes its origins from emotion recollected
in tranquillity.” - William Wordsworth
Poetry is an elixir of life, when remedy seems to
be worse than the disease. It places the reality into
counter world. That is self-created world, where the
inner strength is harmonized with the outer weakness. This state can be characterized as “delirium”
which ultimately ends into calmness.
“A poet must never make a statement simply because
it sounds poetically exciting; he must also believe it
to be true.” - W. H. Auden
A poet is the most rational, prudent and sane
person, who is blessed with real eyes, which have
a tendency to permeate into bare reality. He sees
the object as it is, not as he is. Therefore, he has to
transcend the world immediately experienced and
anchor beyond space as well as time.

which weds in
the rain.
In short, poetry is all about
perception. The
transition of
thoughts is like
the movement
of the serpent.
Versification is
an art. Words
are the soul of
poetry. Musical cadence and rhetorical power furnish the subject
matter of the poems. Poetry has been redressed in
every age.
A stanza dedicated to the World Poetry Day:

Poetry is about to play with words and enters into
one’s soul. The facts which are assembled by poetry become more memorable. War poems are true
instances of it.

In the land of Imagination,
I walk and fly,
Where laugh in cry;
That crowns the heart of creation.

Poetry is not mere sonorous, it is an edifice of delight and wisdom. It makes enable him to hear the
whispering of autumn leaves. It is poetry that makes
him see that earth laughs in flowers. It can touch the
secret recesses of sensuousness. It smells the soil,

Aymen Zaheer is a Freelance writer based in Riyadh.
He is also a Deputy General Secretary and PRO of
PWC.
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FROM RAGS to RICHES

Once Cricket was the poor country cousin of other sports but thanks to
the IPL 10 years ago it has reached dizzy heights turning one on its
head and transforming ones life.At this years Auction held in
Bangalore a staggering Rs 91.15 crores (1crore=$ 150,000) were spent
by the 8 Franchises to buy 66 players from a pool of 350 with 39
Indians and 27 overseas bagging contracts.Not bad for 6 weeks at the
office.The trend has been more for speed guns than blasters.
The Slumdog Millionaires of Cricket were Mohammed Siraj of Hyderabad
who comes from a lower middle class family with his father being an
auto driver.He is self taught honing his skills with a tennis ball.He
has emerged as one of the most exciting players in the Indian Domestic
cricket circuit having recently had a great run in the first class
season with appearances for India A and the Rest of India sides.He
went down under the hammer for 2.6 crores to Sunrisers Hyderabad.
Thangarasu Natarajan from Salem ( Madras) one of a family of 5 whose
mother ran a street-side stall and father worked as a porter at the
railway station was snapped up for 3 crores by Kings X1 Punjab.
The Afghan youngster Rashid Khan Arman spun quite a few heads before
landing in the Sunrishers Hyderabad lap for a tidy sum of 4 crores to
join his countryman Mohammed Nabi.

Ishant Sharma whose life was transformed similarly 10 years ago had no
takers this time at the basic asking price along with Irfan Pathan,
Imran Taher (South Africa) No1 ODI and T20 bowler Pujara and Bairstow.
Ben Stokes (England) became the most expensive overseas cricketer in
IPL history with a whopping 14.5 crores ( $ 2.6 million) price paid by
the new boys Pune Supergiants.The Unknown Tymal Miles (England) went
to Royal Challengers Bangalore for 12 crores( $1.8 million)
“CHINCHAY.”
The BIG TENT is pitched for the GREATEST SHOW on Earth to begin on 4rh
of April for the 11th year with the Chennai Super Kings (disqualified
2 years ago along with Rajastan Royals),
Mumbai Indians,Kolkata Knight Riders having been victorious twice each
along with Hyderabad as Deccan Chargers and Sunrisers.
Every cricketing country have jumped on this money spinning bandwagon
of their own but it’s here that you see all the worlds leading artists
show off their individual skills to the maddening crowds in packed
stadiums.
Arif Quadri
Middlesex UK

Page Compilation by Syed
Saifullah Quadri

CHILD LABOR
Recently I watched a show from India,
which showed child labor. It was
heartbreaking to see little kids- nine and
ten year old boys and girls
carrying loads of cement and bricks on
their heads and helping their
parents in some construction sites and
factories. These children
should have been in schools and getting an
education. But the parents
and the kids opted to work like this so they
could get a couple of
dimes per day, which would be equal to
ten rupees or so in Indian
currency.

-Dilrus Baig

By Dr. Zakiah Ali

My father had founded so many schools in
the villages of south India.
The kids who went to these schools,
graduated from there and are
employed by different companies. I know
he would never have allowed
child labor to be such a disease in the subcontinent. I feel guilty
that I am not there and helping these kids.
It is so sad that the government officials
ignore this and turn their
faces away from this exploitation of young
kids. Such a glaring

contrast between the very rich and the
very poor, in India. Child
labor should be against the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
should be outlawed in every country, and
enforced. In this I believe
whole heartedly. Wish that could come
true.

You are the dew drops from heavens,
The gossamer hopes of a selfish nation,

lay sobbing in the debris by the roadside.
My heart, my soul, and my love I give to
you
with feelings of guilt at the distance between us.
I am sorry I left you behind~~
In my selfishness, and while I live in another world,
I forgot your existence.

Your dreams broken up and forgotten

HAZRATH AMIR KHUSRAO

I have added some information here along with my
own little knowledge about this great personality from a
biography in Urdu of Hazrath Amir Khusrao written by
Khan Bahadur Naqi Mohammed Khan Khurjori who did
extensive research to get details from several books in
Urdu and English, written on Hazrath Amir Khusrao.
I have tried to shed some light through this information
on the innumerable contributions made by this great
Sufi who was a writer of numerous theories and ragas in
music and also an inventor of some musical instruments,
although he was a Poet, Philosopher, and a writer who
knew several languages.
Hazrath Amir Khusrao was a close follower and disciple
of the well-known Sufi Saint Hazrath Khwaja Nizamuddin Auliya. He derived true spiritual knowledge from this
Saint with his utmost devotion, love and respect for him,
who was in a way his most admired teacher, or a ‘Guru’
as we call it in Hindi language. Hazrath Amir died only
six months after the passing away of his beloved Murshid.
His grave is next to the Tomb of his Murshid at Dargah
Nizamuddin Auliya in Old Delhi.
Hazrath Amir Khusrao was born in Patyali, Etah District
in U.P. After the death of his father, he went to Delhi with
his mother. He was very intelligent and a great writer
who new Persian, Arabic, Turkish, Sanskrit and Hindi.
In 1271, he compiled his first Divan of poetry “Tuhfatus-Sighar”. In 1272, he became a court Poet with King
Balban’s nephew Malik Chhajju. He compiled some more
Divans later on. He has written Masnavis, Dohas, Qawwalis, Thumris, and Taranas. He has also composed HindiFarsi poetry by combining the two languages.
Some of his famous Hindi Kalaams which have been
presented through Qawwalis are:

1.Aaj Rang hai. 2.Bohat kat-hin hai dagar panghat ki.
3.Chhaap Tilak sab chheeni re. 4.Sagan bin phool Rahi
sarsauN. 5. Nijaam tori surat ke Balhari.
Before going into the details of Hazrath Amir Khusrao’s
inventions in music, there is a saying by some philosophers that the expression of feelings from one’s heart
come through ‘Naghma’ if one cannot express these
through words. Often these feelings are expressed in
perfection in music through Surs, Zamzama, Meand
and Alaap. These have a mesmerizing effect on humans,
whereby it makes one either cry or laugh with joy or it
gives a feeling of ecstasy and elevates the spirit where one
tends to get lost in ‘Kaifiyat’. Sufis in particular believe in
this ‘Kaifiyat’ when listening to ‘Qawwalis’. It is a spiritual
phenomenon.
Music effects almost every living being, even animals and
birds tend to sing and feel the joy of music.
Hazrath Amir invented the Thaats from which are produced Raags or Ragas. ‘Thaat’ literally means ‘ to tie’.
In the autobiography written by Khan Bahadur Naqi Mohammed, he has mentioned about some of the groupings
of the older Raags invented by Hazrath Amir Khusrao.
Below is a tabular form of these groupings:
1. Mujeeb=Ghara and Ajmi Raags. (Relates to Kafi Thaat).
2. Sazgiri=Purbi, Gora, Gungali. ( Relates to Marwa
Thaat).
3. Yaman or Aiman=Hindol, Nereez.( Relates to Kalyan
Thaat).
4. Ushaaq=Sarang, Basant, Nava.( Relates to Bhairav
Thaat).
5. Muafiq=Todi, Malsiri, Durga, Hussaini.( Relates to Todi
That).
6. Ghanam=Purbi changed to a new Raag.
7. Zeelaf=Raag Khat and Shahnaz. (Relates to Bhairav and

other
Thaats).
8. Farghana=Gungali, Gora.( Bhairav and other Thaats).
9. Surparda=Sarang, Bilaval, Rast.( Relates to Bilaval
Thaat).
10.Sanam= Relates to Kalyan and Bilaval.
11. Zangola=Relates to Bhairav and Asavari.
The Invention of Sitar, Tabla and Dholak:
Hazrath Amir invented the Sitar which initially had three
strings and was called Sehtaar. Later he improvised it to
have seven strings. He set the initial rules of Sitar playing
and divided the full scale into three ‘Sabtaks’ which include the Teevar and Komal Surs. In this context I would
like to mention that Sarod also initially had three strings
and was called Sehrod, but more strings were added later
on, though this one was not invented by Hazrath Amir.
I was surprised to learn that Hazrath Amir not only
invented Tabla and Dholak, but also invented its various
‘Taals’ and wrote down the order in which these should be
played. Some argue that the Tabla is of Arabian or Persian
origin, whereas ‘Duff ’ and ‘Pakhawaj’ are of Arabic and
Persian Origin. He was the sole inventor of Tabla and
Dholak according to many writers who did extensive research to write about his inventions in the field of music.
He also invented the ‘Sum’, which is the most integral factor in music and is especially related to the ‘Taal’.
In my conclusion, I must mention that we are deeply
grateful and owe our gratitude to Hazrat Amir Khusrao
for his valuable and innumerable contributions to the
field of Music and Poetry which undoubtedly has led to
enrich and enhance our cultural life with this form of art
and creativity.
Dilrus Beig.
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AIADMK symbol two-leaves frozen by Election Commission!

-Dr. Abdul Ruff

The treacherous work by Sasikala and allies against the
AIADMK, Jayalalithaa and O Paneerselvam has taken
the party founded by MGR at a crossroads as the party is
losing its meaning. The party is split and now the party
symbol has been frozen. “Both groups shall also be allotted such different symbols as they may choose from list
of free symbols for current bypoll in RK Nagar”, the EC
added.
In what seems to be an apparent victory for O Panneerselvam’s faction, the Election Commission has frozen
the name and symbol of AIADMK. “Neither of the two
groups shall be permitted to use the symbol ‘Two Leaves’
of AIADMK,” the Election Commission stated. It also
added, “Both groups shall also be allotted such different
symbols as they may choose from list of free symbols for
current bypoll in RK Nagar. Both groups are allowed a
further and final opportunity of adducing documents
and affidavits latest by 17th April, 2017. Neither of the
two groups (O Panneerselvam and V.K. Sasikala) shall be
permitted to use AIADMK name.”
months.
On the other hand, OS Panneerselvam and his supporters in the assembly and parliament, among the party
members, would be very sad because they were appointed
by Jayalalithaa herself by keeping Sasikala and co at a
distance
O Panneerselvam and supporters are the affected party,
punished by Sasikala undemocratically. They had expected the EC would give them the party symbol but that has
not happened.
Against all expectations by the party workers, Sasikala
and Palanisamy have not taken any steps to approach the
Jayalalithaa’s CM appointee OSP for patch up work.
Meanwhile both factions claim to be real AIADMK and
both could approach the court for justice. .
Madusudanan, the AIADMK candidate of the OPS faction was an MLA of the constituency and vacated it to
enable Jayalalithaa to contest and she won it.
However, DMK has all the chances to win the RK Nagar
mainly due to the split in AIADMK. .

In fact the former CM Panneerselvam who was sacked by
Sasikala gang should become victorious in the RK Nagar
constituency. The OPS camp has said that it has not yet
received an official confirmation. The high-stakes hearing
on the claims of rival AIADMK factions over the party’s
election symbol commenced on Wednesday.
During the first half of the hearing, the OPS camp
questioned VK Sasikala’s elevation to the party top post,
besides seeking to freeze the party symbol, before the poll
panel. On the other hand the Sasikala camp claimed it had
majority support of party delegates, MLAs and MPs, and
the claims of Panneerselvam camp were inconsequential
Top legal eagles have been hired by both the sides to put
forth their views before the Election Commission. Two
former law ministers and a former Additional Solicitor General -- M Veerappa Moily, Salman Khurshid and
Mohan Parasaran are representing the Sasikala camp.
The O Panneerselvam side is being represented by senior
Supreme Court advocates CS Vaidyanathan, S Krishnakumar and B Srinivasan.
Essentially as a sign of symbolism to deny the ruling

AIADMK faction any upper hand in its claim to be real
AIADMK, the Election Commission has frozen the
AIADMK party symbol two-leaves. The party symbol
having been frozen officially frozen, Jail inmate Sasikala’s
strenuous efforts to control the party have received a
setback.
As the process of RK Nagar by-poll in Tamil Nadu has
set in, the election has frozen the AIADMK party symbol
two-leaves, making chances of the party in the poll more
challenging.
Even as the ruling AIADMK faction continued to claim
that there is no split in the party only a difference of
opinion has taken place and the party is one and EC must
give the party symbol to the ruling faction without ay
second thought.
The decision of EC to freeze the AIADMK party symbol
might make Sasikala and CM Pannerselvam happy, for,
Sasikala might think she has insulted her “thick friend”
and former CM Jayalalithaa for not letting her become
acting CM or Deputy general secretary during her life
time, while CM Palanisamy would be a happy man for
enjoying CM post as luck smiled to him, even if for a few

Both factions would like get more votes than the other
and Sasikala candidate might even lose deposit and become the 4th or 5th in poll result. .
It is quite likely that both factions would make efforts to
reunite and get back the symbol but party without credible leaders is likely to fail.
Palanisamy still has a chance to let AIADMK continue to
rule the state for many years by making a small sacrifice
by vacating the CM seat in favor of O Panneerselvam or
his nominee. The government has to drop Sasikala, the
root cause of all troubles for the party, government and
state.
With her series of arrogant actions, Sasikala has already
squandered the sympathy wave of Jayalalithaa who died
under mysterious circumstances
Sasikala and her relatives in the party do not to let O Panneerselvam to become the CM again even if that would
cost the Palanisamy government- after all, Sasikala is not
ruling the state. Palanisamy and some of his associates
would like to patch up with Panneerselvam but they fear
punitive measures of Sasikala, Dinkaran and family and
co. He does not want to lose his CM post that came to
him by chance as life time goal. He wants to enjoy ht e
privileges of being CM. . .
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Hosni Mubarak
freed after six years in custody

Ex-president acquitted this month on all charges of
murdering protesters before he was ousted in Arab spring
uprising in 2011
Egypt’s former dictator Hosni Mubarak has left the Cairo
military hospital where he had been held in custody for
much of the past six years, and returned to his home in
the Cairo suburb of Heliopolis, his lawyer said.
Mubarak, 88, was acquitted by Egypt’s highest appeals
court on 2 March of conspiring to kill protesters in the final verdict in a long-running case that originally resulted
in him being sentenced to life in prison in 2012 over the
deaths of 239 people in Arab spring protests against his
rule. A separate corruption charge was overturned in
January 2015.

Mubarak’s freedom marks a grim moment in Egypt’s
modern history. Yet some reacted with little more than
resignation as his release became imminent, numbed by
the years of political turmoil since his fall.

Mubarak’s democratically elected successor, Mohamed
Morsi, was overthrown in a popularly backed military
coup in 2013. Many see echoes of Mubarak’s style of leadership in Egypt’s current leader, the former general Abdel
Fatah al-Sisi.
“I’m neither sad nor disappointed,” said Tarek el-Khatib,
whose brother, Mustafa, was killed in the struggle to
topple Mubarak. “I’d have been surprised had things happened otherwise. Politically, everything flew in this direction and paved the way for the normality of this moment.”
Over the past six years there have been repeated efforts

ruption, the same brutality.

“Mubarak might be released, but in the eyes of those who
believe in the revolution he will always be a criminal killer
and the godfather of corruption,” she said. “This might be
another round that we have lost, but we will keep on fighting to change the inhuman regime that releases criminals
and imprisons innocent people.”
Others were less hopeful. Mubarak’s freedom meant the
families of those killed were “now praying for divine
justice”, said Mohsen Bahnasy, a human rights lawyer who
served as a member of the commission of inquiry into
military abuses committed during the 2011 revolution.
Egypt’s highest appeals court previously rejected demands
by the families of those killed during the uprising to bring
civil suits against Mubarak for his role in the deaths of
protesters. An official
inquiry later concluded
that 846 people died
and a further 6,467
were injured during the
revolution, as Egyptian
security forces violently
suppressed the protests
which packed Cairo’s
central Tahrir Square.
“The Mubarak acquittal
is of significant symbolic
value in that it reflects
an absolute failure of
Egyptian judicial and legal institutions to hold a
single official accountable
for the killing of almost
900 protesters during the
January 25 revolution. It
is indicative of a deeper,
compounded crisis of
transitional justice,” said
Mai el Sedany, a legal
expert with the Washington thinktank the Tahrir
Institute for Middle East
Policy.

He left the Maadi military hospital on Friday morning
and returned to his home, where he had breakfast with
his family and a number of friends, according to a report
in the privately owned newspaper al-Masy al-Youm.
His lawyer, Farid al-Deeb, told the paper that Mubarak
thanked those who had supported him throughout his
trial.
The strongman, who ruled Egypt for nearly three decades,
often appeared in a frail state during his court appearances, attending on a stretcher and wearing dark sunglasses,
but the appearances put paid to repeated rumours of his
death.
Mubarak is returned to hospital after a court hearing in
2013. Photograph: Youssef Boudlal/Reuters
Mubarak was also healthy enough to appear at the window of his hospital room to wave to supporters gathered
outside on occasions including his birthday and the anniversary of Egypt’s 1973 war with Israel.
For those who worked to topple the former dictator,

to punish family members and business associates who
profited from Mubarak’s regime, largely without lasting
consequence. Mubarak’s sons, Alaa and Gamal, were freed
in October 2015, with a judge stating that they had served
adequate jail time on charges of corruption and embezzlement of public funds.
The notorious steel tycoon Ahmed Ezz, formerly the
secretary general of Mubarak’s now defunct National
Democratic party, was named as an honorary leader of a
political party in 2016, although he had previously served
three years on corruption charges.
Despite describing the revolution that ended Mubarak’s
rule as “a turning point in Egypt’s history,” Sisi and his
military-backed government are regarded as the autocrat’s
political heirs.
“I think that Mubarak’s release was something expected
as his students are ruling the country,” said Mahienour el
Massry, an activist and lawyer who served 15 months in
prison under Sisi’s rule. “The same regime, the same cor-

“This is a clear message
to all Egyptians that no
one will be held accountable for any corruption
or oppression in this
country – the state is
loyal to its men and will
continue to be,” said Khatib. “Don’t dream of any revolution again.”
Mubarak’s release comes amid an economic crisis following years of political tumult and worsening security.
Egyptians complain of empty pockets and rumbling bellies as inflation exceeds 30% and the government tightens
its belt in return for loans from the International Monetary Fund.
“The economic crisis we are living in and the high prices
take priority over everything, as does the fear of terrorism. That is what preoccupies ordinary citizens, not
Mubarak,” said Khaled Dawoud, an opposition politician who opposed the Islamists but also condemned the
bloody crackdown on them.
“When you see the group of people who show up and
cheer and support him, you are talking about 150, 200
people,” he said, referring to occasional shows of support
outside the Maadi hospital when Mubarak was there.
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Plot is thickening in Washington
K. Ashraf

Before it was Michael Flynn, National Security Adviser, who had to resign on charges of
meeting with Russian Ambassador and discussing sanctions against Russia. Now, it is
Attorney General Jeff Sessions, who has been charged with meeting Russian Ambassador
during Trump campaign. With him the issue is not that he met Russian Ambassador the
issue is he lied to the Congressional Judiciary Committee that confirmed his appointment as Attorney General.
Have Russians become that influential in Washington, DC? If they have, it should be a
matter of concern for every American. Russians are not the well wishers of the United
States. The cold war which started in the aftermath of WWII apparently ended with
the fall of Berlin wall and liquidation of Soviet Union. But, it seems like that cold war
is still going on. President Trump wants to focus more on internal situation and less on
international affairs except war against terrorism. Russian President Mr. Putin reciprocated President Trump’s view, but practically he is not giving up Russia’s desire to replace
United States as international player.
Chinese are not part of this game. They want to gain political influence through economic influence. Their growing economic ties around the globe have put them in prominent international position, but they are still not interested in replacing United States
as a world leader. President Trump announced in his first address to the joint house of
US Congress meeting that he does not represent the world and he represents the United
States. With Chinese lackluster approach towards becoming a world leader, there is
ample opportunity for President Putin to claim the world leader position that Mr. Trump
has abandoned.
Why President Trump reached to this conclusion? He is not a deep thinker. Someone
may have convinced him to shift US Presidency’s focus on internal matters and forget-

ting about the world leadership. Although, I am all for
Trump vision to focus on internal matters, but I do
think that US must continue playing its world leadership role. However, I also think US should review the
nature of its world leadership role and make necessary
changes to readjust this role according to the changed
world scenarios.
Trump critics are portraying Attorney General’s meeting with Russian Ambassador as
a big deal. They see some sort of connection between US 2016 election campaign and
Russia. They viewed Michael Flynn’s contact with Russians in the same light. They forced
President Trump to ask Mr. Michael Flynn to step-down. Now, Attorney General is their
target. As I have mentioned earlier, for Trump opponents, his meeting with Russian
Ambassador is less important, but his denial in his confirmation hearing is more serious
thing.To lie under oath mounts to perjury. It is a serious charge. Attorney General Jeff
Sessionw will have to give some sort of satisfactory answer. If he won’t probably he will
be forced to resign too.
If a second important person of Trump administration is forced to resign under the
charges of connections with Russians it will cast serious doubts about other officials close
to President Trump. I am pretty sure, Russians and Chinese are keeping an eye on these
developments in Washington, DC. They may be reviewing at their options in case the
“Russian connection plot” thickens in Washington, DC. I am sure, Chinese will continue
moving on world state like a turtle to gain more economic influence, but Russians--who
knows what they are up to? Mr. Putin still has many unfulfilled ambitions. I hope, he
doesn’t get any of his wishes granted on President Trump’s watch.

The Berbers and The Mahatma
by M.S.Zahed

As ancient Numidia, Algeria became a Roman colony, part of what was called Mauretania Caesariensis, at the close of the Punic Wars (145 B.C.). Conquered by the
Vandals about A.D. 440, it fell from a high state of civilization to virtual barbarism,
from which it partly recovered after an invasion by Arabs about 650. Christian during
its Roman period, the indigenous Berbers were then converted to Islam. Falling under
the control of the Ottoman Empire by 1536, Algiers served for three centuries as the
headquarters of the Barbary pirates. Ostensibly to rid the region of the pirates, the
French occupied Algeria in 1830 and made it a part of France in 1848.
Algeria is the largest country in the African continent and has about two third the
area of India and four times the size of Texas. Algeria is bordered on the west by Morocco and Western Sahara and on the east by Tunisia and Libya. The Mediterranean
Sea is to the north, and to the south are Mauritania, Mali, and Niger. The Saharan
region, which is 85% of the country, is almost completely uninhabited. The first three
to four hundred kilometres from the Mediterranean sea enjoy fabulous climate with
pristine beaches , mountain ranges , laid with orchards, and a climate which could
be an envy of many countries. It was a French Colony for long and the FLN won
the hardfought freedom in 1962 after sacrificing more than a million lives. Algerian
independence movements led to the uprisings of 1954–1955, which developed into
full-scale war. In 1962, French president Charles de Gaulle began the peace negotiations, and on July 5, 1962, Algeria was proclaimed independent French President
De Gaulle agreed to liberate for which QAS , a French paramilitary and a dissident
group attempted to assassinate PDG . A spy thriller film based on a novel by Fredrick
Forsyth “The Day of the Jackal”on this assassination attempt has been very well made
. India under the first Prime Minister Pt.Jawaharlal Nehru was first to recognise the
country and its Government. Our own Bollywood has made the Indian men and saree
clad women who visit Algeria as very attractive and people walking in the street hum
Hindi songs from Mother India, Awara etc,.to attract the attention of the visitors. They
still believe that we as couples go round the trees singing and dancing in the gardens
to express love to each other as shown in the movies.
Prior to 1980, when the Oil prices were riding high, Algeria with its revenues from
Oil being about 97% of national income was comfortably placed. The influence of
Culture, technology of European countries just across the Mediterranean was profound and France perhaps considered Algeria as its pocket borough for dumping
their goods. Many French nationals and especially those who were born in the Algeria
stayed back in Algeria even after independence. French who were born in Algeria are
called “Pied Noir” meaning partly black, not literally, and are considered as a separate
Ethnic Group, they constitute about 13% of the population and spread over France,
Belgium and Algeria.
Indian economy in 80s prior to liberalisation was doing all it could to earn enough
foreign exchange to meet the imports and especially the Oil. My company HMT
too was under great pressure to export to earn foreign exchange to meet the import bill. After successfully executing a turnkey project in Setif, Algeria, including
the manufacture of Gas Meters with technical collaboration from Singer USA, our
Company decided to open an office at Algiers to promote our engineering prod-

ucts.As a Regional Manager, North Africa
with my base at Algiers from 1982 to 87,I learnt
in a very hard way as the French which was the
working language ,the French would say “sur le
tas”. Mahatma Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
and his persona as an epitome of non-violence
and winner of the Indian Independence has
been an angel Ambassador of India to many
countries and more so in entire North Africa.
Most of the successful business I could get for
the company was due to narration of life events
and times of Mahatma Gandhi, during serious negotiations of contracts to wriggle out of
tight commercial situations and in the end it
was Mahatma who would have won. I could exchange a VHS video of film “Gandhi” made by
Richard Attenborough with French or Arabic sub titles for a business of few million
US Dollars, it may sound strange, but it is true That was the culture of Algerians who
are fiercely nationalistic, highly respect the Indian ethos, were very keen to develop
business relations with India and took every opportunity to visit my headquarters in
India with me for technical appraisals.
Mr.Chenicheri Vijay Nambiar was then the Indian Ambassador and was the leading”
Marketing Manager” for all Indian Companies, a diplomat from tip to toe, was putting all his efforts and keeping at disposal the entire embassy assets to promote India.
There were only few Indian families and a dozen junior Diplomats and their families
living at Algiers. Besides HMT, the others were TATAs, IRCON, RITES and Star Textiles. Vijay, as we use to call him fondly, was in close and constant touch with all of us
regarding business and other official matters. He even use to review the progress and
guide us often and liaise with our parent ministries. During June 1986, an International Trade Fair, a biannual affair, was held at Algiers, dozens of Indian companies
had set up stalls. On the eve of inauguration by the President Chadli, Ambassador
Vijay came with his senior diplomats to take stock of preparedness by all the Indian
companies and felt very disappointed that the stalls were unkempt, and were not to
his expectations. He was furious, angry and upset with all the Indian exporters present, and did not want this kind of presentation next morning. He left the grounds and
after an hour or so, he came dressed in jeans along with all the male staff of Embassy
similarly dressed, with brooms, buckets, waste cloths, cleaning materials etc., and
all of them rolled up their sleeves to clean the entire Indian Pavilion with us without
caring for their status or anybody around. It took him and his team about f five hours
of work and they returned after completion around midnight. Next morning, he was
with the VVIP party in the inauguration ceremony and did not show any strain of last
evening’s “Swatch India” campaign work which he had accomplished. The fair lasted
for about ten days and at the end India Pavilion was awarded the best pavilion. Swatch
Bharat Abhiyan was initiated by him way back in 1986.
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HINDI MOVIE RELEASE DATES

Begum
Jaan
is an upcoming action drama film written and

directed by National award winning director Srijit
Mukherji and produced by Mukesh Bhatt, Vishesh
Bhatt and Play Entertainment. The film is co-produced by Sakshi Bhatt and Shree Venkatesh Films
with executive producer Kumkum Saigal. The
cinematography is done by Gopi Bhagat. Lyrics,
Additional screenplay and dialogues have been
penned by Kausar Munir.
The film is scheduled for release on April 14, 2017.
Vidya Balan plays the lead role of a brothel’s
madam, set in the backdrop of late Indian Independence period of 1947. It is Hindi remake of the
Bengali film Rajkahini.

Kaalakaandi

is a Bollywood black comedy film, written
and directed by Akshat Verma. The movie
stars Saif Ali Khan and Sobhita Dhulipala
in lead roles.
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Movie “NOOR”

The life of a journalist is not that easy.
And Sonakshi Sinha is here to prove
that to you. The actress plays the role
of a journalist in her forthcoming flick
‘Noor’, which is helmed by Sunhil Sippy.
The trailer of ‘Noor’ starts off with
Sonakshi as a happy-go-lucky 20-something girl in Mumbai - one who is
struggling with her love life as much as
she is with her weight issues. Her job
as a journalist and the responsibilities
that come with it don’t figure high on
her priority list. However, things take a
dramatic turn and she realises that it’s
time to take charge of her life and undo
the mistakes she has made.
Popular comedian Kanan Gill is making his debut with this film. Shibani
Dandekar and Purab Kohli will be seen
in pivotal roles too. The film is based on
the novel ‘Karachi, You’re Killing Me!’

A wonderful evening at Urdu Hall, Himayatnagar, Hyderabad

A wonderful evening at Urdu Hall, Himayatnagar, Hyderabad - “Taqreeb - Rasm-e-Ijra” release of Book “Deewangee-e-Shoukh” by well known writer
Sayeda Rizwana Iqbal Aimen Saheba...Thanks to Tasneem Jowher Saheba for inviting to enjoy the beautiful evening of Urdu Adab !!! — with Khaja
Kamaluddin and Syed Adnan Salem and others.
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Hyderabad the city of romance
by M. A. Waheed

During my college days in Hyderabad
Deccan, as the sun began its descent in
slow motion, red in color, large enough
to dwarf one’s slim height many romantic nomads lay on the grass of the white
Naubhat Pahad or the black Kala Pahad
built by Aurangazeb to announce his
victory of the stubborn Golkonda fort.
As the sun caressed the banks of Hussain Sagar dam, lovers escaped in their
world of fantasy and darkness, oblivious
of tomorrows cruelty and the day-after’s
uncertainty. Today, there is no Naubhat
Pahad nor is there a Kala Pahad but may
be the romantic episodes of couples torn
apart are still buried in the hills of these
“pahads” in the hope of surging from the
ashes of sublime love that was sacrificed at
the altar of societal demons. But the young
Quli Qutab Shah stricken by his undiminishing love for a dancing girl, Bhagyalakshmi married her against stormy odds
and on her conversion named her Hyder
Mahal which led to the city of Golkonda
being renamed “Hyderabad”.
This is a city that bisects history and trisects her future at the same time. Its past,
present and future collide, collaborate and
commemorate in nano-seconds. You can
fall in love with the veiled Rebecca at the
Salar Jung Museum before lunch and then
fall in love again with the unveiled Sania

Mirza after lunch. Known to laze and
weave stories in an unpredictable Qadirlike spin a typical Hyderabadi lives in the
past and dreams of a future ignoring the
present.
To compose this article, I dug into the
labyrinths of my own collection of books
and did recover a beautiful and well printed copy titled, “Hyderabad”. As typical of
Hyderabadis, I was just carrying the book
on the back-seat of my car till one day to
my surprise, while I was giving a ride to
my seven-year old grandson sitting at the
back was completely lost in the grandeur
of the mosques, mandirs and mausoleums
of Hyderabad. It was never possible to see
this little monster called “Taamir” delve
into a book with such intimacy. Watching him through my rear-view mirror and
praying for his future-outlook, I was delighted that my American born grandson
is engrossed, enveloped and enticed by the
photographs of the city of my birth. When
I told him that his Nana, Nani, Mom and
an aunt were born in that city his interest
piqued…….pointing to a pretty princess
decked in gold, he asked me if that was his
mother? I pray he visits Hyderabad one
day draped in my stories, and enjoys the
gullies and chabrootras where his Nana
walked with a swagger, ran like a cheetah
and lived like a lion. And I hope he will

carry his American Express card because
his DNA will attract the unpaid-creditors,
his Nana left behind.
Urdu was born here. And so was the romance with words, wisdom and warmth.
You can walk with the haunting soors of
Bade Ghulam Ali or hum the melodious
tunes of Makhdoom……..ek chameli ke
mandve tale……do badan pyar ki aag
mein jal gaye. The Sufi Saints are prominent with their graveyards and their legacies. With shamlaas and Warisi qawallis
one is reminded of the era that dominated
dil, darya and dargahs. Thepenniless- faqir
at the chowrastha is all smiles with a shirtless back and a Panasonic cellphone whispering to the winds that he is rich at heart
because he hails from a city that allegedly
gifted (or was it grabbed) the Queen of
England a Kohinoor diamond that adorns
her crown. Many children owe their physical rehabilitation to the beautiful-TurkishNiloufer who donated her “meher” for the
construction of a hospital and departed
from Hyderabad earning duas from innumerable young ones…….amongst them
my own youngest brother who eventually
became a “Hafiz”.

to the pilgrim center of “keyboards and
chips” but the richness of Hyderabad lies
in the hearts of ordinary folks unscathed
by technology, unfazed by the malls and
untouched by hypocrisy. Just like my
Nani-maa whose gut-wrenching evaluation of a spade was always a spade……
regardless.
M.A Waheed is a freelance journalist
based in Upstate NY and can be reached at
waheed48@yahoo.com.

One can nose-dive into statistics and
demonstrate why a Bill Gates or a Bill
Clinton or even a George Bush paid visits

10 Criminals Of The World Whose Acts Still Send A
Shiver Down Our Spine
There are thousand of criminals around
the globe including terrorists, killers,
drug smugglers, and war criminals.
TopYaps brings you a list of such top 10
criminals – 10 of the world’s most evil
and dangerous men. Have a look and
drop your suggestions in the comments!
10. Omid Tahvili (Persia):
Bigwig of an Iranian crime organization, he was accused with mail fraud,
wire fraud, telemarketing and abetting.
He escaped from a high-security prison
in Nov. 2007 after bribing a guard. Due
to his brawny relationships in Europe
and Middle East, he is still dodging
intelligence agencies and working as an
international crime operator.
Top 10 criminals of the world
9. James “Whitey” Bulger (America):
Lover of history books and Adolf Hitler,
he is on FBI’s most wanted list since
1995. In the starting years he was arrested for stealing, forgery, assault and
armed robbery. He is known for his
trusting and beneficial relationship with
gangsters.
Top 10 criminals of the world
8. Al Capone (America):
Keeping the formula “money is the
game” in mind, a boy joined a street

gang and later became an epitome of
devastation in the United States. He
initiated his crime archive with rackets
of gambling, extortion, protection and
prostitution. His explosive temper made
him the boss of American criminal
enterprise.
Top 10 criminals of the world
7. Matteo Messina Denaro (Italy):
Better known as “Boss of all bosses,” this
cinematically credited “Playboy Don”
is fond of expensive Porsche sports car,
Rolex watches, Rayban sunglasses, fancy
clothes from Giorgio Armani, Versace
and young girls. Born in a Mafia family, this leader of Cosa Nostra (Mafia)
learned to use the gun at the early age
of 14. He, himself, admits – “I filled a
cemetery all by myself.”
Top 10 criminals of the world
6. Joseph Kony (Uganda):
Foe of the Ugandian Government, Kony
formed a rebellion group Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in 1987. Fond of
wearing women’s dresses, he is accused
in enormous criminal cases such as
murder, kidnapping, enslavement, rape,
cruel acts with civilians and etc. Really,
an obnoxious face of human!
Top 10 criminals of the world

5. Alimzhan Tokhtakhounov (Russia):

nomics and military of Colombia.

A fabulous footballer at a time, he
proceeded Moscow to become a big
gun of gambling world where money
matters. Nominal head of Russian organized crime, arms dealing, smuggling
and other notorious activities, he once
introduced himself as “I’m a successful businessman, a patron of the arts,
a community worker. That’s what I call
myself today.”

Top 10 criminals of the world
2. Dawood Ibrahim Kaskar (India):

Top 10 criminals of the world
4. Felicien Kabuga (Rwanda):
A prominent businessman and multimillionaire of Rwanda, Kabuga is said to
be the prime accused of Rwandan genocide of 1994, which claimed estimated
lives of 800,000 people. Apart from this
hellish act, he is also involved in bankrolling and other crimes.
Top 10 criminals of the world
3. Pedro Antonio Marin (Colombia):
Also know as Tirofijo, he is the beginner
of FARC, a terrorist organization based
on Marxist doctrine. This organization is involved with drug trafficking,
murder, extortion, kidnapping and
various criminal activities. With it’s own
military and thousands of supporters,
FARC’s main targets are politics, eco-

Inspiration of Bollywood’s underworld
theme and the owner of D-Company,
his crime era started after murdering
Karim Lala (Godfather of Mumbai’s
crime during 1980’s). Soon he became
the fire machine of Bombay’s streets.
Mumbai bomb blast in March, 1993,
made him the crime boss. Son of a
policeman, this big fish of crime world
is a major headache for intelligence
agencies.
Top 10 criminals of the world
Read More: 8 Facts about Dawood Ibrahim You Did Not Know
1. Joaquin Guzman (Mexico):
You can catch this 5’6” drug lord in the
Forbes list of “The World’s Billionaires”
but intelligence agencies are still rubbing their hands to catch him face to
face. He owns the most powerful drug
corporate in Mexico. He is the next
Robin Hood for his lovers as he contributes a lot for social welfare.
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On the lighter side....
The phlebotomist entered the hospital room to draw
blood. Noticing an apple on the patient’s nightstand, she
remarked, “An apple a day keeps the doctor away.”

Patient: Doctor, doctor, I keep thinking I’m a dog.
Doctor: Lie down on the couch and I’ll examine you.

“That’s true,” the patient replied. “I haven’t seen a doctor
in three days.”
-----------------------------An artist asked the gallery owner if there had been any
interest in her paintings that were on display. “Well, I have
good news and bad news,” the owner responded. “The
good news is that a gentleman noticed your work and
wondered if it would appreciate in value after your death.
I told him it would and he bought all 10 of your paintings.”
“That’s wonderful,” the artist exclaimed. “What’s the bad
news?”
“The gentleman was your doctor.”
-----------------------------Hearing his wife as she sings, the husband says, “You
know dear, when you sing like that I just wish you were on
the radio.”
The wife smiles and replies, “Wow honey, you think I am
that good?”
“No, but at least that way I can change the station or turn
it off.”
-----------------------------A woman had bought lots of shoes over time and she
decided it was time to kick the habit. She really took it
seriously, even changing her driving route to avoid her
favorite shoe store. One evening, however, she arrived
home carrying a shoe box. Her husband grinned at her,
but it didn’t faze her at all.

Patient: I can’t, I’m not allowed on the furniture.
------------------------------

“These are very special shoes,” she explained. “I accidentally drove by the shoe store and there in the window were
the most perfect shoes I’ve ever seen! I felt this was no
accident, so I thought I’d let fate decide. If I would get a
parking spot directly in front of the shop, the shoes were
meant for me. And sure enough, the eighth time around
the block, there it was!”
-----------------------------A ham and cheese sandwich walks into bar and asks for a
drink.
Bartender says, “Sorry, we don’t serve food here.”
-----------------------------Father: What do you see in that boyfriend of yours?
Teen daughter: Well... he’s reliable.
Father: He’s always late picking you up!
Teen daughter: I know and I can always count on it.
Remember when you had to sit in the front room with my
dates until I was ready?
Father: Now that you mention it, I’m beginning to like
this guy!
-------------------------------

A woman with a minor injury was at the hospital because
her doctor said she wanted to take a closer look at it to
make sure everything was all right. The woman’s husband
sits patiently in the waiting room.
After a few minutes, the doctor comes out and asks her
assistant for a wrench, which understandably concerns
the husband.
Then, after a couple more moments, the doctor re-enters
the room, this time asking for a screwdriver. The husband
grows worried and begins to pace in circles. Then, a little
later, the doctor bursts through the doors screaming for
a hammer and at that, the husband, in a state of frenzied
fear, runs up and asks, “Doctor, what the heck is wrong
with my wife?”
“I don’t know,” replies the flustered doctor, “I can’t get my
bag open!”
-----------------------------A woman had been talking on the phone for about half an
hour, and then she hung up.
“Wow,” said her husband, “that was short. You usually talk
for two hours. What happened?”
“Wrong number,” replied the wife.

